
DISCUSS MONOPOLY AS A MARKET STRUCTURE ESSAY

In this essay we will discuss about monopoly market. After reading this essay you will learn about: 1. Meaning of
Monopoly 2. Sources and Types of Monopoly 3.

Analyze the fast food industry from the point of view of perfect competition. Or, he can fix the output to be
produced and leave the price to be determined by the consumer demand for his product. Within those
segments of economy, a country can have companies following different structures of industries in the
marketplace with distinctive levels of competitions. Introduction to Monopoly Defining Monopoly A
monopoly is an economic market structure where a specific person or enterprise is the only supplier of a
particular good. Consumers may have one utility company that provides electricity in their community, and
since there are no other competitors, they have no other choice but to source power from this company. Perfect
competition means that there are limited; barriers to entrance for fresh companies plus prices are determined
via supply and demand. One or more of the following elements are of great importance in establishing a
monopoly in a particular industry: 1 Control of a major resource necessary to produce a product, as was the
case with bauxite in the pre-World War II aluminum industry In public utility services, the higher price
charged to the higher income groups serves as a tool for income redistribution because the government may
use these funds to subsidies the lower income groups. Given the demand for his product, the monopolist can
select the most profitable output against this demand. Therefore, the treatment of the different industries must
represent the different industries as they grow. Another monopoly is the United States Postal Service. In
regards to business practices, incentives are common tool used in negotiations. Therefore, the degree of
monopoly power exists between zero and unity. These services are the primary ways we communicate,
express ourselves, and reach out in our ever increasing global world. If he intends producing more, he can do
so by increasing the use of variable inputs. Tying may be by an insecure monopolist to maintain its position in
the tying product market. Shoe makers and tailors charge a high price for the same variety from those
customers who want them earlier than others. These companies have interchangeable software at exceedingly
similar prices. Later, in the s, the rise of private schools prompted its deregulation, and the government
allowed these institutions to grant their own degrees without the authorization of the national schools Tedesco
et al. More specifically, a Monopoly market structure is one where a single firm is the seller of a product in a
market which therefore meaning it has the full market shares in a particular market. The first reason Microsoft
is not a monopoly is because of the standardized quality of its OS.


